
Clubber TV is excited to announce that we have secured an exclusive 
groundbreaking media rights deal with Kerry GAA to bring thrilling Kerry 
Club Championship Matches to Domestic and Global Audience for the 
next 3 Seasons.



This landmark agreement will showcase the top 60 championship 
games per year, providing an unmatched viewing experience to fans in 
Ireland, and worldwide.



As a leading provider of end-to-end live broadcasting solutions, Clubber 
TV empowers sports organisations, including GAA, to engage their fan 
base by delivering live games seamlessly and efficiently. Through its 
cutting-edge technology, fans can access the live broadcasts from the 
convenience of their Smart TVs, tablets, mobile phones, or laptops.



"We are delighted to partner with Kerry GAA and embark on this 
remarkable journey of broadcasting the Kerry Club Championship 
matches for the next three seasons," said Jimmy Doyle, CEO and 
Founder of Clubber TV. "Our goal is to connect GAA fans around the 
world and offer them a front-row seat to witness the passion, skill, and 
drama of Kerry's finest clubs competing for championship glory.”
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To learn more about Clubber TV and access the live broadcasts of the 
Kerry Club Championship, please visit www.clubber.ie. Stay up-to-date 
with the latest news, fixtures, and behind-the-scenes content by 
following Clubber TV on Twitter [@clubber], Instagram [@clubbersports] 
and Facebook [@clubbersports].

Clubber TV will deliver the captivating action of the Kerry Club 
Championship to a global audience, transcending geographical 
boundaries and uniting fans in their love for Gaelic football. From the 
intense battles on the pitch to the remarkable displays of athleticism, 
every key moment of the championship will be expertly captured and 
shared with fans across the globe.



Kerry GAA Chairman, Patrick O’Sullivan said "Kerry GAA are delighted to 
be entering this new venture with Clubber to ensure that our great 
calendar of games is accessible to everyone both in the county and 
living abroad."



Clubber TV's reputation as a trusted broadcast provider has made it a 
preferred choice for GAA and various sports organisations. Their 
commitment to delivering high-quality broadcasts and engaging 
experiences has earned them the trust of fans.



For the next three seasons, fans can rely on Clubber TV to bring them 
closer to the action, capturing the essence of the Kerry Club 
Championship and delivering a thrilling spectator experience that truly 
reflects the passion and intensity of Gaelic football.

For inquiries, please contact:

Paul Walsh,


Communications and Marketing Lead,

ClubberTV


(086) 065 9954

paul@clubbertv.com
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